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This paper deals with the problem P of minimizing a quasiconcave function over a given 
feasible region. We first introduce an auxiliary problem P(A) with a parametric vector I such that, 
for an appropriate I, its optimal solution is also optimal to the original problem. Based on this, 
an approximation scheme for P is developed. If P(,l) is polynomially solvable, this becomes a 
polynomial time approximation scheme. In particular, we show that fully polynomial time ap- 
proximation schemes can be developed for a large class of stochastic programming problems with 
O-l variables in which cost coefficients are subject to independent normal distributions, if their 
deterministic versions obtained by replacing cost coefficients by constants have polynomial time 
algorithms or fully polynomial time approximation schemes (e.g., problems of shortest path, 
assignment, minimum cut, O-l knapsack and minimum directed spanning tree). 
1. Introduction and outline of the paper 
Maximizing a concave or quasiconcave function over a convex feasible region has 
been a target of extensive study (see, for example, Avriel [l] and Rockafellar [24]). 
Contrary to this, minimizing such a function has received less attention (see survey 
papers by Heising-Goodman [lo], Hoffman [l l] and McCormick [19] for the case 
in which the feasible region is described by a set of linear inequalities). In this paper 
we study the latter subject: 
P: minimize z(x) = h(fr(x),&(x), . . . ,f,(X)). (I) 
XCX 
Here x denotes an n-dimensional decision vector, which may be real or integral 
depending on the cases, and X denotes a feasible region. Functions f;, 
j= I,2 1 a--, m, are real-valued functions and h(u,, ~2,. . . , u,) is quasiconcave over a 
convex set U such that 
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7J> K If= {CfiC-w-2(X), . . ..f.W)lXEX). (2) 
(Note that h may not be quasiconcave in x.) We assume throughout the paper that 
m is a constant independent of n. 
This paper starts with a parametric characterization of P, stating that an optimal 
solution of the parametric problem P(A) defined below provides an optimal solution 
of P, if an appropriate A is chosen. 
P(A): minimize i ~j2jfi(X), 
XfX j=l 
where A=(A,,A2,..., II,) is an m-dimensional real parameter vector. Thus, solving 
P is reduced to finding a 2 =A* with which an optimal solution to P(A*) is also 
optimal to P. 
The same characterization for m =2 with concave h(u,, z.+) has recently been 
given by Sniedovich [29,30,31]. Some special cases have also been reported (e.g., 
Kataoka [ 151, Ishii et al. [ 131 and Ichimori et al. [ 121 discuss some types of stochastic 
programs, and Dinkelbach [5] and Jagannathan [14] discuss the fractional pro- 
gram). Similar results are also known for the problem that maximizes a concave or 
strictly quasiconcave function over a convex set X (see Geoffrion [7] and Schaible 
[25]). Based on this characterization, [12,13] give polynomial time exact algorithms 
for some stochastic programs in which X represents the set of spanning trees of a 
graph. As such P(A) has only a polynomially bounded number of optimal solutions 
when A changes from - 00 to 03, the exhaustive search of optimal A =A* can yield 
polynomial time algorithms for P. [16] contains another example, a chance- 
constrained single machine scheduling problem, for which a polynomial time exact 
algorithm can be constructed. 
However, the number of optimal solutions of P(A) over the entire range of A is 
not polynomially bounded in most cases, e.g., see Carstensen [2]. Therefore, in 
general, polynomial time algorithms seem to be difficult to develop, and we focus 
on approximation schemes in this paper. A solution is said to be an r-approximate 
solution if its relative error is bounded above by E. An approximation scheme is an 
algorithm containing a>0 as a parameter such that, for any given E, it can provide 
an a-approximate solution. If it runs in time polynomial in the input size of each 
problem instance, it is a polynomial time approximation scheme. If it is polynomial 
in both input size and l/s, the scheme is called a fully polynomial time approxima- 
tion scheme [6,23]. 
Our idea is to solve P(A) only for a polynomially bounded number of A’s, which 
are systematically generated so that the relative error of the achieved objective value 
is within E. The required time is 
O(p(n)m(2 log(D/Q))“-‘/logmP ‘(1 +B(e,m))), 
where p(n) is the time required to solve a P(A) exactly, and D and 0 and a(&, m) 
will be specified later. We shall discuss that, if each P(L) can be polynomially solved, 
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this is in many cases polynomially bounded in the input size of P and sometimes 
also in I/E. In addition, we shall show that this approach can be extended to the 
case in which P(A) has a fully polynomial time approximation scheme. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides several examples of pro- 
blem P selected from various application fields. These include some types of 
stochastic programs, an optimization problem associated with the markovian deci- 
sion process, and a problem encountered in VLSI chip design. Based on the basic 
concepts explained in Section 3, Section 4 gives key theorems relating P to P(A). Sec- 
tion 5 states some assumptions which are required in the subsequent development. 
With the partition scheme of parameter space described in Section 6, Section 7 
develops an approximation scheme and analyzes its running time, under the assump- 
tion that P(A) has a polynomial time exact algorithm. Section 8 modifies it to the 
case in which P(A) has a fully polynomial time approximation scheme. Section 9 
deals with a special case of rn = 2 and shows that one of the assumptions stated in 
Section 5 can be relaxed. Section 10 argues that objective functions of some pro- 
blems described in Section 2 satisfy the assumptions fo Section 5. Therefore, as 
discussed in Section 11, (fully) polynomial time approximation schemes exist for 
such problems. 
2. Some examples of problem P 
We list here several examples of minimizing quasiconcave objective functions 
from various application areas. We shall see in this paper that (fully) polynomial 
time approximation schemes can be developed for some of these problems. 
A class of problems can be defined in relation with the following stochastic pro- 
gramming problem with O-l variables (e.g., [3,27,33]): 
minimize ;!I cixj 
subject to x=(.x,,x~ ,..., x,)EX, 
where the cost coefficients cj are random variables subject to an independent nor- 
mal distribution N(m;, u,“) with nonnegative means mi and variances of, which are 
assumed to be integers. The following two optimality criteria are often employed 
[3,15,27,33]: 
(a) Chance-constrained minimization. Minimize I such that Prob( EYE, cixj I I) L 
a, where a is a given constant satisfying 3 < a 5 1. 
(b) Probability maximization. Maximize Prob( C:=, cixj 5 d), where d is a given 
constant satisfying d > min,,, Cy= 1 mix;. 
The stochastic problems with these criteria can be transformed into the following 
deterministic problems S, and S2, respectively, as shown in [12,13,15]. 
s, : mi$fze [i, mix; +B( i, UjZ.)1’2], (4) 
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s,: 
where /I is a positive constant determined from a, 
(5) 
and C Vi2Xi>O for any xeX is - 
assumed in the second case. Letting h,(u,, uz)= ui +p/u,, we see that problem 
S, is a special case of P. Since maximizing (d - C mixi)/( C Vi2Xi)1’2 is equivalent to 
minimizing (C vi2Xi)“2/(d - C mix,) by d- C mixi > 0 and C V”Xi > 0, Sz is also a 
special case of P with h2(z4,, u2) = fi/(d- ul), which is quasiconcave. 
Another example in this class is the following variance minimization problem 
associated with the markovian decision process. Consider a system with a finite set 
of states S. At every discrete time instance t = 1,2, . . . , one action k EK, (where Ki 
is a given set of actions) is chosen with probability d,! if the current state is i, which 
then produces reward rf and causes the state transition to j with probability pi. A 
central issue of the markovian decision processes is to determine d,! for all i and k 
that maximizes the expected reward per unit time over the infinite horizon. It is 
known [3,9] that this problem is formulated as the following linear programming 
problem. 
x+0, iES, keKi. 
Letting 2; be an optimal solution of LP, optimal df are given by 
As a modification of this problem, we may want to minimize the variance under the 
constraint that the expected reward is not smaller than a given constant M. 
subject to the constraints of (6) and (7) 
iFs ,FK ri”xi” 2M. 
Let 
fi(~)=~~s~~~ (r:;‘xf, f2W = Js kFK 6+X! 
and h(u,, u2) = ui - ~2”. This VP is a special case of P since h is quasiconcave. 
As an additional example, we mention here that the problem of c/zip area mini- 
mization encountered in VLSI design. A VLSI chip is composed of a number of rec- 
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tangular blocks, whose relative positions in a chip are specified in advance. The 
so-called compaction is one of the useful approaches to achieve the minimum area 
and has been well studied (see, for example, [17,26,34]). The compaction problem 
normally assumes that the size (i.e., width and height) of each block is fixed. 
Another type of problem studied by [21] (see also [18,28]) considers the size of each 
block to be a decision variable. 
In either case, the problem is described as the minimization of chip area x1x2, 
where xi and x2 are the width and height of the resulting chip, respectively, under 
the given design constraints. This is again a special case of P, because the objective 
function h(u,, u2) = uIu2 with f, (xi) =x1, and f2(x2) =x2 is quasiconcave. 
As we shall see in the subsequent discussion, the above stochastic problems S, 
and S2 have fully polynomial time approximation schemes, if P(A) is one of such 
problems as shortest path, assignment, minimum (directed) spanning tree, minimum 
weight matching, minimum cut and O-l knapsack. 
In the case of the variance minimization problem of the markovian decision pro- 
cess, P(A) is a parametric linear programming problem. It is known that the number 
of distinct optimal solutions generated over the entire range of L is exponential in 
the worst case (see [22]). Unfortunately, the theory of this paper does not directly 
appy to this case, and some modifications are necessary to warrant a polynomial 
time approximation scheme. Such treatment will be discussed elsewhere. 
Finally, P(A) of the chip minimization problem is the mixed integer program [21], 
for which the computation of an exact optimal solution or even an s-approximate 
solution seems quite difficult. At present it does not seem to be possible to develop 
a polynomial time approximation scheme for this problem. 
3. Basic concepts 
A function h : U (C lR”)- R is quasiconcave if for any two points u’, u2 E R” 
with u1#u2 and q1,q2?0 with q1+q2=1, 
h(q,u’ + q2u2) 2 min{h(u’ ), h(u2)} (8) 
holds. Concavity obviously implies quasiconcavity. For a set SC Rm, a point u E S 
is an interiorpoint if, for some .s > 0, all points 24’ satisfying 11 u’- u 11 <E are contain- 
ed in S, where II . 11 denotes the Euclidean norm. The set of interior points of S is 
denoted int(S). The smallest closed set that contains a set S is called the closure of 
S, and is denoted cl(S). A point u E fRm is called a boundary point of S if it belongs 
to cl(S) but is not an interior point of S. The set of boundary points of S is denoted 
bd(S). 
For a convex set SC Rm, a set 
H={uERm]c(u-u’)=O} (9) 
defined by c (#O) E IR”’ is the supporting hyperplane of S at a boundary point u’ if 
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the closed half space 
HS={uElqc(u-z/)20) (10) 
contains S, i.e., 
c(u-u’)zO for all YES. (11) 
The convex hull co(S) of a set SC fR” is the smallest convex set that contains S. If 
S is a finite set, co(S) is a convex polytope. A point u in a convex polytope K is 
called a vertexif u=pu’+(l -~)u”, with u’,u”~K and O<p<l implies u=u’=u”. 
Lemma 3.1 [8,24]. (i) For a finite set SC R”‘, any point u E S can be represented by 
a convex combination of vertices u’, u2, . . . , up of co(S), i.e., 
P 
u= c &Uk for some &TO with f ,uk= 1. 
k=l k=l 
(ii) For a finite set SC Rm and a vertex u of co(S), there exists a supporting 
hyperplane H of co(S) at u such that Hnco(S)= (u}. 
For a convex set U containing V of (2) and a function h of (l), let the level set 
UQ for a E IR be defined by 
U,={uEUlh(u)>a}. (12) 
Lemma 3.2 [l, Chapter 61. Let h be continuous and quasiconcave. 
(i) U, is a convex set. 
(ii) Let ti E bd(U,). If h is differentiable at ti and (ah/au,, . . . , ah/au,) I,=,#O, 
the supporting hyperplane of U, at t.2 is defined by 
jJ g C”j - tij) = 0. 
4. Relationship between P and P(A) 
We shall discuss in this section three cases, in which P(A) for an appropriate I 
can solve P. The first theorem deals with the case of a finite I/ (defined in (2)) and 
states that there exists a parameter a such that any optimal solution of P(A) is also 
optimal to P. The second and third theorems deal with the case in which V is not 
finite but h(u) is continuous over U and differentiable at any point u in int(U). Let 
x* be an optimal solution of P and let ~*=(f~(x*),...,f,(x*)). With some ad- 
ditonal assumptions on h and u *, the second theorem shows that at least one op- 
timal solution of P(A) for an appropriate J. is optimal to P. The third theorem 
strengthens the second theorem, under the additional assumption U*E int(U), and 
says that any optimal solution of P(A) is optimal to P for an appropriate A. 
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that the set V of (2) is finite. Then there exists a parameter 
vector 2 such that any optimal solution of P(n) is optimal to P. 
Proof. Let 
V* = { (fi (x),f;(x), . . . J,(x)) / x is optimal to P}. 
Namely, for any optimal solution x* of P, we have 
(13) 
h(u) = z(x*) for any u E V*. 
Since V is finite, co(V) (C U) is a bounded convex polytope, where U is defined in 
(2). Note that V*C VCco(V) by definition. Assume first that no point in V* is a 
vertex of co(V). Then by Lemma 3.1(i) any u* E V* can be written as a convex com- 
bination of vertices u’, u2, . . . , up of co(V): 
P 
u*= c pit.& 
i=l 
where pi > 0 for more than one i and Cy=, pi = 1. Therefore, by the quasiconcavity, 
h(u*)=h 
( > 
f lliui zmin{h(u’)(i=l,...,p)>z(x*), 
i=l 
a contradiction to u * E V*. Hence there exists at least one vertex u* E co(V) fl V*. 
Then Lemma 3.l(ii) asserts that there exists a supporting hyperplane H of co(V) at 
u* such that Hfl co( V) = {u*}. Now let A E RM define this H (i.e., c = ,I holds in 
(9)). This implies that any optimal solution x’ to P(A) (recall that x* EX and 
(fi(x’),f2(xA), . . . ,&(x*)) E V) satisfies 
~*=u-i(xkf2(xA), . . ..fm(xAN 
since otherwise 
i AjJCxA)>j~, lj”j* 
j=l 
holds for xA E co(V) by (11) and assumption Hn co( V) = {u *}, contradicting the 
optimality of x1. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that h(u) is continuous over U and differentiable at any point 
u~int(U). Let x* be an optimal solution of P and u*=(f,(~*),f~(x*), . . ..fj.,(x*)). 
Note that u * satisfies either u * E bd( U) or u * E int( U). Assume 
grad h(u *) A (dh(u *)/au,, dh(u*)/du2, . . . , ah(u *)/au,) # 0, 
in case of u* E int( U). Then there exists a I such that at least one optimal solution 
of P(l) is optimal to P. 
Proof. We first consider the case of U*E bd(U). Since U is convex as assumed in 
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Section 1, there exists a A such that it defines a supporting hyperplane of U at u* by 
~ nj(Uj-Uj*)=O. 
j=l 
This means that C 3LjUj*I C AjUj holds for any u E U (see (9) and (11)). Since VC U 
by (2), x* is therefore optimal to P(A). 
Next consider the case of u* E int( U). We first show that u * E bd( UzCX*,). Suppose 
otherwise. Then there exists a d > 0 such that 
Nd(U”)~{z4ElRrnJ I/u--u*II <d}cU,,*,. 
Since grad h(u*) #O and h is continuous, there exists an a>0 such that 
u’=u*-agradh(u*)EA$(U*) 
and h(u’)<h(u*). However, any u’EAJ~(u*)C Uztx*) must satisfy h(u’)>h(u*) 
( =z(x*)) by the definition of UzCX*), a contradiction. Therefore U*E bd(U,&. 
Now by Lemma 3.2, 
ji, F C"j -fj(X*)) =() 
J 
(14) 
is a supporting hyperplane of UzCxtj at u *. Thus for A = grad h(u *) it is proved in 
a manner similar to the case of U*E bd(U) that x* is optimal to P(A). q 
Theorem 4.3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.2, and furthermore assume that 
U*E int(lJ). Then for I = grad h(u*) any optimal solution of P(d) is optimal to P. 
Proof. By the second half of the proof of Theorem 4.2, it is sufficient to show that, 
for any G=(fi(@, . . . . f,(q) E V satisfying (14) (i.e., 2 is optimal to P(A)), ,? is op- 
timal to P, i.e., 
h(a) ( = z(Z)) = h(u *) ( = z(x*)). 
Since t7 E VC Uzor*) and C $ int(U,&, it holds that ti E bd(U,&. Suppose 
h(Q)> h(u*). By definition, the line segment between ti and u* is contained in the 
supporting hyperplane (14) and bd(U,,,,). Since h is continuous and u* E int(U) by 
assumption, there exists a point u’ on the line segment such that U’E bd(U& fl 
int(U) and it satisfies h(u’)> h(u*). Thus for some d’> 0, h(u) > h(u*) holds for all 
u E Nd,(u’) = {u E Rm ) 11 u - u’ll cd’} c U. Since U’E bd(U,&, Ndt(u’) contains a 
point zi $ UzCX*, . But h(G) > h(u*) contradicts the definition of Uztx*), and hence 
h(6) = h(u*). 0 
Theorem 4.3 has already been observed in [5,12,13,14,15] for some special func- 
tions h with m =2. In revising this paper, we were also informed that Sniedovich 
[32] recently gave the same characterization as Theorem 4.3. Since he assumes the 
concavity of h(u, , . . . , urn), our result is more general. 
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Example 4.1. Let m = 2, n = 3 and U= [0, a) x [0, 00). Let 
and 
fi(x>=x2+x3, f2M =2x1 
Thus 
and 
X={(O, 1,1),(2,2,0),(2,1,1),(0794)). 
h(f, (x)9 “G(x)) = x2 + x3 + fi 
I/= ((2, O), (2,2), (4,2), (4,0)>. 
It is easy to see that h&t, u2) is concave (hence quasiconcave) and x*= (0, 1,l) 
(hence u*= (2,O)) is an optimal solution of P. The convex hull co(V) of I/ is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 1. A supporting hyperplane H of co(V) at u * such that co(V) fl 
H{ u *} can be given by any vector A = (,%r, A2) with Ar, A2 > 0, and x* is the unique 
optimal solution of P(A). Thus we can confirm Theorem 4.1 for this example. 
Note next that U,,,,, = U2 is given by 
U,= U~~{(U~,U~)IU,LO and ~4~~(2-24i)~, or ulr2 and z+zO] 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Theorem 4.2 also holds for this case, since h(u) is continuous 
over U and differentiable at any u E int( U), and u * = (2,O) E bd(U). The supporting 
hyperplane H’ of U at u * is u2 = 0, i.e., given by any A = (0, A,) with A2 > 0. For this 
h,(u,, 
Fig. 1 . Illustration of the points in V of Example 4.1 (the lightly shaded area denotes Uz(,*) = Ly. 
Supporting hyperplane of co(V) at u*+ J 
at u* 
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A, x* = (0, 1,l) is an optimal solution of P(A). But x= (O,O, 4), which is not optimal 
to P, is also optimal to P(A) since (4,O) E H’. 
Now consider the same problem with X replaced by X- ((41, l)}. For this new 
X, V= { (4,2), (2,2), (4,0)} and the optimal solution of P is x* = (2,1, l), i.e., U* = 
(f,(x*)&(x*)) = (2,2) and U* E int(U). Theorem 4.3 can now be applied and, for 
2 = (&?(u *)/aur, %I(24 *)/du*) = (1,1/21/2), x* is the unique optimal solution of 
P(A). q 
Although Theorems 4.1-4.3 state that P(A) for an appropriate I can solve P, 
such a A is not known unless P is solved. A straightforward approach to resolve this 
dilemma is to solve P(A) for all A; the one with the minimum z(x) is an optimal solu- 
tion of P. As noted in Section 1, this type of approach can sometimes provide 
polynomial time algorithms. In general, however, the number of solutions generated 
over the entire range of ,I is not polynomially bounded, and it is difficult to develop 
polynomial time algorithms by this approach. 
A notable exception to this observation is the fractional program, i.e., m = 2 and 
h(f,(x),f,(x)) =fr(~)/“~(x). In this case, an optimal solution x’ of P(A) can tell not 
only whether ,I =I* holds or not (,I* denotes the 13 that solves P), but also which 
of ,I*> A and ,I*< h holds if L #I*. Based on this property, Megiddo [20] has shown 
that polynomial time algorithms exist for a wide class of fractional programs. 
5. A class of P with polynomial approximation scheme 
We consider in what follows the class of P satisfying the following five 
assumptions. 
(Al) h(u,,u,,..., u,) is nonnegative, continuous and nondecreasing in each Uj. 
Also h is differentiable at any u E int(U). 
642) U is a hypercube defined by 
{u=(ur,..., u,) 1 one of aj I Uj I bj, aj 5 uj < bj, aj < uj 5 bj and 
aj<uj<bj holds for eachj=l,...,m}, (15) 
where aj I bj for all j and aj (resp. bj) may be equal to - 03 (resp. 00). 
(A3) There exists an optimal solution x* of P such that u * = (fr (x*), . . . ,&(x*)) E 
int(U) and grad h(u*)#O. 
(A4) There exist the following finite positive lower and upper bounds: 
, 
(16) 
(A5) Given A*=grad h(u*)=(ah(u*)/au,, . . . , ah(u*)/du,), define the correspond- 
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ing problem for every k E { 1,2, . . . , m} and a = ((Y,, a2, . . . , a,,,) satisfying clj 2 0 for 
all j and ak = 0: 
R(A*, k,(r): maximize h(u) 
subject to u E U, 
i A;(1 
(17) 
+ Ct!j)(Uj - 247) = 0. 
j=l 
Let u(o) denote an optimal solution of R(A*, k, a). Then there exists an increasing 
function Q( 11 a 11) independent of I* and k such that 
e(O) = 0, 
(18) 
h(u(a))-h(u*)re(llaU)h(u*). 0 
Since (Al) and (A3) guarantee the conditions of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, u* is 
always on the boundary of UhCu*, (= UZCX*,) as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Also it is shown by Theorem 4.3 that for J*=grad h(u*) 
jt, F ("j-f,(X*))=O 
J 
is a supporting hyperplane of U,+*) at u*. For any u E U satisfying (19), 
h(u) I h(u *) (20) 
holds since (19) is a supporting hyperplane of U hCu*). (20) implies that u* is an op- 
timal solution of R(A*, k,O) (defined in (AS)). (A5) states that h(u(a)) is stable with 
respect to a perturbation a around A*. Using assumptions (Al), (A2) and (AS), it 
will be shown later that 
for any optimal solution x” of P(A), where A’= (a:(1 + oi), A;(1 + a2), . . . , 
A%(1 + a,)). With (18), this implies that 2(x”‘) = h(fi (x”‘), . . . ,fm(xA’)) is also stable 
with respect to a perturbation around A*. 
The following observation is useful in the subsequent sections to prove the validi- 
ty of the proposed approximation scheme: The second constraint of (17), 
Cy=, A;(1 + Glj)(Uj - $) = 0, is satisfied even if I* is replaced by a. A* for any cons- 
tant a> 0. In other words, R(al*, k, a) is equivalent to R(J.*, k, a). Since Q( I( a 11) is 
independent of 1*, (18) remains valid for such al*. 
Assumptions (A3), (A4) and (A5) are rather messy and not easy to prove in 
general. (A3) is obvious if U is an open set and (CM/C%,, . . . , %z/&,) #0 holds for 
all u E U. It will be shown in Section 9 that the condition u* E int( U) in (A3) can be 
omitted if m =2. Therefore (A3) holds for stochastic programming problems S1 
and S, given by (4) and (5), since m =2 and U= [0, m) x [O,oo) for S, (V= [0, d) x 
[O, 03) for Sz) can be assumed. If V is finite, (A4) is trivially satisfied since h is 
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nondecreasing and differentiable by (Al), and (%z(u *)/au,, . . . , ah(u *)/au,) + 0. 
As will be shown in Section 10, (A5) holds for typical functions such as 
h~(u~,u~)=ur+&% (P>O) and &(q,~)=fi/(d--r) (d>ut), 
objective functions of Sr and S2 respectively, and some others. 
6. Partition of parametric space to guarantee e-approximate solution 
Let E> 0 be a given constant, and z*>O denote the exact optimum value of P. 
We shall develop in this and next sections an approximation scheme that always 
guarantees an approximate solution with its objective value 2 satisfying 
Our scheme first partitions the A-space into a polynomial number of subregions, and 
choose a polynomial number of A’s from each subregion, for which optimal solu- 
tions x’ of P(A) are computed. Among the solutions generated in this way, the one 
minimizing z(x) ( = h(f, (x), . . . , f,(x)) is then selected as an e-approximate solution. 
The following lemma is crucial for this purpose. 
Lemma 6.1. Assume (Al)-(A5) of Section 5. There exists a I.*= (AT, . . . , AZ) such 
that any optimal solution of P(L*) is optimal to P and 
/I,$=1 for some k, 
Q/D 5 ,%;I D/Q for j # k such that 
ah(u *) 
- >o. 
auj 
(21) 
Proof. By (Al) and (A3), Theorem 4.3 holds. Then 
ah(u *) 
- 
‘-’ aurn 
satisfies the lemma assertion except possibly for (21). Then define A*= (AT, . . . , A%) 
by ,I; = 1 for a k with L, > 0, and 27 = ,Ij/Ak for j# k. This I* clearly satisfies (21) 
by assumption (A4), i.e., (16). 0 
Lemma 6.1 justifies the search of L in the m - 1 dimensional hypercube 
HCk=(A=(A,,... ,~,)IO<~jzjD/~,j=l,..., m, and Ik=l} (22) 
for some k. Since such k is not known in advance, the procedure is applied to all 
k. The crux of our scheme is how to partition each HCk into a polynomial number 
of subregions. We explain the partition scheme only for k = m, since other cases are 
similar. 
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Denote problem P(A) associated with a ,I E HC”’ by 
With 
define 
1 
m-1 
P”(A): miz$ze jC, )Ljfj(x)+fm(x) . 
I 
(23) 
AU = D/e, AL = l/Au, 
K = Llog(A”/AL)/log( 1 + S)j = L2 log@/Q)/log( 1 + S)l , 
(24) 
A’O’=O A’1’=AL,...,A(k)=AL(1+6)k~’ 7 , ‘a.9 
,@++(l+~)K-I, A(K+l)=AU (25) > 
where 6 is a positive constant determined by function ,Q of (18) as follows: 
@(W 6) = E. (26) 
We denote this 6 by B(E, m) if it is necessary to specify E and m. These Ack) partition 
EC”’ into (K+ l)n2-1 meshes: 
MESH(k,,k2 ,..., k,_,)=(A=(Iz ,,..., &,JIA’%~L~IA(~+~), 
j=l,2 ,..., m-l, and A,,,=l}, (27) 
Olkj~K, j=l,2 ,..., m-l. 
The next lemma shows that the vertices of these meshes provide an c-approximate 
solution of P. 
Lemma 6.2. Assume (Al)-(A5), and assume that u*= (f, (x*), . . . ,fm(x*)) for an 
optimal solution x* of P is in int(U) and satisfies ah&*)/au, >O. Assume that 
1*= ah@*) ( I ah&*) - -,..., =/?,I> au, au, 
belongs to MESH(k,, kZ, . . . , k,,_, ). Then one of its vertices ,i satisfies 
ZWQ - z(x*) 
2(x*) 
SE, (28) 
where x’ is an optimal solution of Pm@). 
Proof. First recall that any optimal solution of P”(A*) is optimal to P by Theorem 
4.3, and that U*E bd(U,& as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Then 
m-l 
C ~~(Uj-fj(X*))+Um-fm(X*)=O 
j=l 
is the supporting hyperplane of UzCX*) (= U,,,,,) at u* by Lemma 3.2(ii). With 
13*EMESH(kr,kz,,..,km_1), define x=(& ,..., xm_,,l) by 
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L=AL(l +@ if IrT>O, 
q=o if nT=O. 
We shall show that this AI satisfies (28). 
Note that A* E MESH(k, , k2, . . . , k, _ 1) implies 
Aj*.&5AT(l+6), j=l,..., m-l. (29) 
Consider assumption (A.5) with the a such that 4 = A;(1 + aj) for all j. By (29), 
Orojs6 for j=l,2,...,m-1 and a,=0 
hold. Then an optimal solution u(a) of R(I*, M, a) satisfies 
h@(a)) - h(u *) 5 Q( (1 a 11 )h(u *) 5 e(6jhCi)h(u *). (30) 
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that z(X’) 5 h(u(a)) since e(Jllm’_r) = E by (26). 
This u(a) satisfies (see (17)) 
m-1 
C &(Zdj(a) -fi(X*)> + u,(a) -f,(X*) =O. (31) 
j=1 
Since x’ is an optimal solution of P(I), 
m-1 m-1 
c ,2;J+) +fm(x5~ j;l &Jj(x*) +“fm(x*) 
j=l 
(32) 
holds. (31) and (32) together imply 
m-1 
C &4(X”) +f,(X’)S T$,’ &Uj(CZ) + u,(a). (33) 
j=l 
We shall show that there exists a vector (fi,, &, . . . , /?,,J 2 0 such that 
m-1 It-1 
C 
j=l 
f$(J(X’) +L$) +./AX’) +A = jC, &uj(a) + u,(a), (34) 
and 
(f*(X~)+p;,...,fm(X~)+P;n)EU. 
Denote 
m-1 
G(P,, . . . , Pm)' jC, /I;(fi(x,I‘)+Pj)+Sm(X~_)+Pm. 
Let pjr0 satisfy 
f,(X’)+Bjzmax{Z.4j(o),f,(X’)}, j=l,2,...,m, 
(fi(X~)+Pl,f2(X~_)+P*,...,fm(x~i)+Pm)E u. 
(35) 
By ti=(f,(x’$ , . . . ,f,(x’)) E U, u(a) E U and (A2), such fij always exist. Then 
m-l 
G(0, . . . , O)= c &fj(xZ_)+f,(xL_) 
j=l 
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m-l 
5 jc, &uj(a) + Ma) (by (33)) 
SW,, . . ..&.A (by (35)). 
Since G(P, , . . . , j3,) is continuous in each pj, some (Bt, . . . , Brn) with 
OIP;Ipj (36) 
satisfies (34). Then (35) and (36) imply 
(fi(X”)+p;,f2(X~)+P*,...,f,(X~)+P~)EU. 
Since (fi(x~)+~,,...,fm(x~)+p;n) is feasible to R(A*,m,a) by (31) and (34), we 
have from the optimality of u(a) that 
U(x5+B - t, . . ..fm(x~)+Bm)Ih(u(a)). (37) 
Consequently 
z(xZ) = h(f, (xf), . . . &(xX)) 
-“h(f,(x”)+p;,...,f,(x~_)+P;n) 
5 W(a)) (by (37)). 
(since h is nondecreasing) 
This completes the proof. q 
7. An approximation scheme for P 
Based on the results given in the previous sections, an approximation scheme can 
now be described. 
Procedure APPROX 
Input. Problem P, a given constant E > 0, and upper and lower bounds D and 0. 
Output. An &-approximate solution of P. 
Step 1. Compute A”, AL, K, A(‘), A(‘), . . . , AcK+ ‘) and 6 by (24), (29, and (26). 
Step 2. For each k= 1,2, . . . , m, partition hypercube HCk of (22) into (K+ 1)“-’ 
meshes by (27), obtain all the vertices of these meshes, and compute x*(k) by 
z(x*(k)) = min{z(d) j 1 is a vertex of a mesh in HCk 
and x1 is an optimal solution of Pk(,I)}. 
Step 3. An &-approximate solution 2 of P is then obtained by 
z(.?)= min z(x*(k)). Cl 
I_cksm 
Theorem 7.1. Assume (Al)-(A5). Then procedure APPROX correctly computes an 
&-approximate solution of P in 
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O(p(n)m(2 log(D/Q))m - Vlogm ‘( 1 + CI(E, m))) (38) 
time, where p(n) is the time required to compute an optimal solution 2 of Pk(A). 
Proof. First we prove the correctness. By (A3), there exists an optimal solution x* 
of P such that u*=(fr(x*),..., f,(x*)) E int( U) and A = grad h(u *) ~0. Together 
with (Al), Theorem 4.3 then tells that any optimal solution of P(A) is optimal to 
P. Since h is nondecreasing and A # 0, some k satisfies iIh(u*)/auk >O. Assume 
without loss of generality that k= m. Then by Lemma 6.2 there exists a parameter 
vector Lsuch that dis a vertex of a mesh in HCm and any optimal solution of P(x) 
is an e-approximate solution of P. Since this ,iis computed in Step 2, the correctness 
immediately follows. 
Now we analyze the running time. The number of different vertices generated for 
each k is (K+2)m-‘. The total number of vertices generated in Step 2 is, therefore, 
m(K+ 2)m-1 = O(m(2 log(D/Q))m-‘/logm-‘(l +a(~, m))) 
by (24). Since computing x* for each vertex I requires O@(n)) time, the total time 
is given by (38). q 
Corollary 7.1. (i) If both p(n) and log@/Q) are polynomial in the input size of a 
problem instance P, procedure APPROX is a polynomial time approximation 
scheme. 
(ii) In addition, if logg ’ (1 + &(a, m)) is a polynomial in l/s, procedure APPROX 
is a fully polynomial time approximation scheme. 
Proof. Since m is assumed to be a constant, the corollary follows from defini- 
tions. 0 
8. Modification of approximation scheme APPROX 
In this section we assume that each Pk(A) has a polynomial time approximation 
scheme, instead of a polynomial time exact algorithm. Even in this case, the follow- 
ing modification of APPROX yields a polynomial time approximation scheme: 
(1) In Step 1, determine 6, K and A (k) of (26), (24) and (25) by using the follow- 
ing e’ in place of c. 
E/=&@-G+ 1). (39) 
(2) In Step 2, for each A chosen, compute an &‘-approximate solution of Pk(A) 
(instead of the exact optimal solution) and denote it xL. 
Theorem 8.1. (i) If each Pk(A) has a polynomial time approximation scheme, the 
above modification of APPROX is a polynomial time approximation scheme for 
P, provided that log@/Q) is polynomial in the input size of P. 
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(ii) In addition, if each Pk(A) has a fully polynomial time approximation scheme, 
and log-’ (1 + a(&‘, m)) is polynomial in l/e’, it becomes a fully polynomial time ap- 
proximation scheme for P. 
Proof. Let K be an &‘-approximate solution of P obtained by the original APPROX 
with .s’>O, i.e., 
z(Z) - z(x*) I E’ * 2(x*). (40) 
Assume that R is the exact optimal solution of Pk(X) (i.e., x=x’), and let x’ be an 
&‘-approximate solution of Pk(L) obtained by the approximation scheme with c’. 
Namely 
z(X~)--(X~)IE’.Z(X~). (41) 
Therefore 
z(x’) - z(x*) 5 ( 1 + E ‘)z(xI) - z(x*) (by 41)) 
I (1 + &‘)%(x*) - z(x*) (by (40)) 
zq2&‘+(&‘)2)Z(X*)=&Z(X*) (by (39)). 
This shows that the modified APPROX correctly provides an e-approximate solu- 
tion of P. 
Let p(n, E’) denote the running time of the approximation scheme for Pk(A) with 
c’>O. The running time of the modified APPROX is 
O(p(n, e’)m(2 log(D/Q))m- ‘/logmp ‘(1 +&E’, m))), 
which is polynomial under the conditions of (i). To prove (ii), assume that p(n,e’) 
is polynomial in n and 1 /E’. Since F’= &/(I/1+E + l), noting fi- 1 I -5 3fi- 1 
for ~21 and 11fisfi for 05~11, we have 
fi/35c’ifi for E? 1, 
c/(1/Z+ 1)5~‘5~/2 
(42) 
for 05.55 1. 
Thus p(n,e’) and log-‘(1 +&e’,m)) are polynomial in I/E. This proves (ii). 0 
9. Approximation scheme specialized for m = 2 
This section deals with a special case of m =2, as it is important in practical ap- 
plications (e.g., St and S2 of (4) and (5)). We show that assumptions (A3), (AS) in 
Section 5 can be slightly relaxed, and accordingly procedure APPROX is modified. 
This modification enables us to handle a wider class of St and S,, as we shall see 
in Section 10. 
First relax assumption (AS) as follows: 
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W’) This is the same as (A5) except that m = 2 and k is fixed to k= 2. 
Lemma 9.1. Let m = 2, and assume conditions (Al), . . . , (A4) and the above (AS’). 
Let x* be an optimal solution of P such that u* = (f,(x*), f2(x*)) E int(U). 
(i) Zf ah(u*)/au2>0, take MESH(k,) that contains 
I*=(~/?!?$), 
i.e., ACkl)<~T~ACkl+‘) and ,I: = 1. Also define fi by 
L, =A&‘I) or A(kI+t), x*=1. (43) 
Then any optimal solution x’ of P2(,i) for one of the above two p.s is an E- 
approximate solution of P, i.e., 
2(x1_) - z(x *> 
I E. 
z(x*) 
(ii) Zf ah(t.4 *)/au2 = 0, 
following problem. 
P’: minimize fi (x). 
XC/Y 
x* is obtained as an arbitrary optimal solution of the 
(44) 
Proof. (i) is a restatement of Lemma 6.2. (ii) is immediate from Theorem 4.3. q 
Next we consider the case in which u* = (fi (x*), f2(x*)) E bd(U). Modify assump- 
tion (A3) as follows: 
(A3’) There exists an optimal solution x* of P such that u* = (f,(x*), . . . , f,(x*)) 
and (ah(u *)/au,, . . . , ah(u *)/au,) #O. 
Lemma 9.2. Let m = 2, and assume (Al), (A2), (A4) in Section 5 and (A3’), (A5’). 
Let u*=(fi(x*),f2(x*)) for an optimal solution x* of P, and assume that fj(X), 
j = 1,2, are nonnegative integer-valued functions bounded above by M: 
max{fj(x)(xEX,j=1,2}5M. (45) 
Then, if u*E bd(U), x* is obtained as an arbitrary optimalsolution of the following 
parametric problem P2@.,, l), where ,I, is a constant satisfying either A1 >M or 
O<A,<l/M. 
P2(A2,, 1): mi$njze {n,fi(x)+f2(x)}. 
Proof. By the integrality of h(x) and (49, V of (2) is a finite set. Thus, co(V) is 
a convex polygon and u * is one of its vertices as shown in Fig. 2. Since h is 
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'- Supporting hyperplane X,(u,-~;)+(u~-u$)=O of co(V) 
T- -------+“’ 
Fig. 2. Illustration of u*=(f,(x*),f&~*)) used in the proof of Lemma 9.2 (* denotes a point in V). 
nondecreasing we can assume that U* is either on the left vertical boundary or on 
the lower horizontal boundary of U. For simplicity, let U* be on the left vertical 
boundary (the other case can be similarly treated). As easily seen from Fig. 2, the 
supporting hyperplane H of co(V) at U* such that Hfl co( V) = {u*} is given by 
for a sufficiently large 1, >O. Therefore x* is an arbitrary optimal solution of 
P2(A,, 1) for such Ai. 
To derive a bound on 1,) consider two Ii and A; with A; > 1, >M, and let xdl 
and x’; denote optimal solutions of P2(L,, 1) and P2(n;, 1) respectively. It is 
known in the theory of parametric programming (Cartensen [2]) that 
f*(~9~f,(X9. 
We shall show that fr(x”‘) =fr(x*;) and f2(x’I) =f2(x”i). 
Case I: xi1 is optimal to P2(A,, 1). Then 
~~fi(x~l)+f2(x11)=~21f,(xA;)+f2(xI;) 
holds. If f,(x’l) #;f,(x”;), we have fr (x”) >fi(x’;) by (46). Then 
(46) 
(47) 
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since fj(x) are nonnegative, integer-valued and fj(X)lM by (45). This is a con- 
tradiction, and fi(x’l) =f, (x’;) (and hence f2(x’l) =f*(x’;) by (47)) must hold. 
Case 2: x’I is optimal to P2(,l;, 1). This is similar to Case 1. 
Case 3: x’; (resp. x’l) is not optimal to P2(11, 1) (resp. P2@;, 1)). Then 
~*fi(x~~)+f2(x’I~)<~,fi(x~~)+f2(x~~) 
Therefore, there exists a x with 13i <I< 1; such that 
(48) 
(49) 
Then in a manner similar to Case 1, it follows that 
a contradiction. This shows that, if u* is on the left vertical boundary, an arbitrary 
optimal solution of P2(A1, 1) for Li >M is an optimal solution x* of P. 
In case U* is on the lower horizontal boundary, it is similarly shown that an 
arbitrary optimal solution of P2(A,, 1) for ,%i < l/M is an optimal solution x* 
OfP. cl 
Now let procedure APPROX2 be equal to the original APPROX with Steps 2 and 
3 being modified as follows: 
Step 2. For k=2, partition hypercube HC2 into (K+ 1)“-’ meshes by (27), ob- 
tain all the vertices of these meshes, and compute 
z(x*(2)) =min{z(x’) 1 ,I is a vertex of a mesh of HC2 and xi is 
an optimal solution of P2(n)}. 
Also compute an optimal solution x*(l) of problem of P’ of (44). 
Step 3. Compute optimal solutions x’l (resp. xl’!) of P2(2;, 1) (resp. P2(n;, 1)) 
for a A; with O<A; < l/M (resp. Jr with A;>M). Then an e-approximate solution 
2 of P is given by 
z(@ = min{z(x*(l)), z(x*(2)), z(x”), z(x”‘)}. q 
Theorem 9.1. Let m = 2. Assume (Al), (A2), (A4) in Section 5 and (A3’), (AS’). Fur- 
thermore, let fj(X), j = 1,2, be nonnegative, integer valued, and have an M satisfy- 
ing (45). Then procedure APPROX2 correctly computes an e-approximate solution 
of Pin 
0( p(n)log(D/Q)/log( 1 + a(&, 2))) time. 
Proof. Obvious from Theorem 7.1, and Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2. 0 
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10. Assumptions (Al) and (A5) for some functions 
We shall show in this section that the following functions h,, h2, h, and h, satisfy 
assumptions (Al) and (A5) (or (AS’)). It will be then shown in the next section that 
problems with these objective functions can have fully polynomial approximation 
schemes under some additional conditions. In particular, as h, and h, are objective 
functions of stochastic programming problems S, and S, defined by (4) and (5), 
respectively, such problems have fully polynomial time approximation schemes in 
many cases practically important. 
Mw4=~,+Pfi for U = [0, m) x [0, 00) and /3 > 0. (50) 
h&&=fi/(d-ul) for U= [0, d) x [O, 00). (51) 
h&q, . ..> U,)=zf,U~..‘U, for U=(O,oo)x~~~x(O,c~). (52) 
h&q,..., U,)=Npj~l(41-Uj)' for U=[O,q1]X”*X[O,q,]. (53) 
In the last case, qj> 0, j= 1, . . . , m and N > 2 x1?=, qJ are assumed. 
As it is obvious that all of hl, h,, h, and h4 satisfy (Al), only assumption (A5) or 
(A5’) is proved. As discussed in Section 9, h, and h, have m = 2 and it is sufficient 
to check (AS’) instead of (A5). 
(i) h,(u,, IL*): Since dh,/du, = 1 and dhl/auZ =p/21/zIs, the supporting hyperplane 
of UhlCU*) at u* is 
P 
@1- 0 + G Q42 - 4) = 0, 
with A* = (1, p/2fl). For a = (al, 0) with aI 2 0 (as discussed in (A5’)), R(I*, 2, a) 
becomes 
R(I*,2,a): maximize h,(u,,u,)=u,+/?fi 
subject to (ul, u2) E U, 
t1+ a,)@, - 4 + & (u2-d=o. 
Instead of an optimal solution u(a) of R(1*, 2, a), we shall obtain an optimal solu- 
tion G(a) of R(1*,2,a) with condition (u,, u2) E U dropped. By the method of 
Langrangean multipliers, G(a) is given by 
La@ 1 fi,(a)=u:+- ~- 
( 
I_a 
2 l+al 
1 9 
> 
C,(a) = U2*(1 + a$. 
(54) 
Fig. 3 illustrates the points U* and C(a) of (54). Since C(a) is an optimal solution 
of a relaxation of R(1*,2,a), 
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h(u,, u2) 
= h(u;, !A;,- 
(u2-u;)=o 
\ 
(1ta B - 
1 )(u 1 -u”)+ 1 (u 2q 2 -u*)=o 2 
-‘U, 
(a >O) 1 
Fig. 3. Illustration of the points u * and &a) of (54) for h,(u,, u,) = U, +&$ (in this figure t?(a) = u(a) 
holds). 
holds. Thus, by 1.~~20 and ~7~0, 
m J-+l+a, hl(u(a))~h,(a(a))=u;“+ 2 ( 1 +a, > 
(u:t-~(l+a,)=h,(U*)+al~. (56) 
Therefore 
h,(u(cx))-h,(u*)lal~~crl(U1*+~) (by u:zO) 
=(Y1* h,(u*)= //a// . h,(u*) (by a2 = 0). 
Consequently the Q of (18) can be given by 
e1( II a II 1 = II a II . 
(ii) h2(u,, u2): The supporting hyperplane of Uh2(u*j at U* is 
(57) 
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Since ah2/aUl = &/(d - u,)~ and ah2/au2 = 1/2fi(d - u,). For a = (a,, 0) with 
al 10 (assumed in (A5’)), R(A*, 2, a) now becomes 
I?@*, 2, a): maximize If% h,(u,, u2) = d-u 
1 
subject to (u,, u2) E U, 
An optimal solution 
similarly given by 
I@ 
(d - ~4;)~ 
(1 + a&4 - 4) + 2&4) (k-4=0. 
C(a) of R(I*,2,a) with condition (u,,u~)E U dropped, is 
1 
ti,(a)=2uT-d+(d-u;“) - 
l+a, ’ 
(58) 
BY 
ti2(a) = (2(1 + al) - 1) u2*_ 
h2(u(a)) I h2(C(a)) and a1 L 0, (59) 
we have 
l+a, m 
h2(u(a))rh2(li(a))=1d_~~=~h2(~*) 
Therefore 
5 (1 + a,)h,(u *). (60) 
hMa)) - h2(U*)~olMU*) = II allh2@*) (by a2=O). 
Consequently, the following Q satisfies (A5’). 
e2( It a II 1 = II a II . 
(iii) h3(Ul,...,U,)=UIU2...U,. . We omit the details, but note that 
(61) 
e3(ljal/)= l+ M ( > fi m-l (62) 
satisfies (A5). 
(rv) h&r, . . . . U,J = N- cj”, (qj - u;)2: We omit the details, but note that 
e4( II a II ) = II a II 2 + fi II a II (63) 
satisfies (A5). 0 
Summarizing these results, the next lemma is obtained. 
Lemma 10.1. The above functions hl and h2 satisfy assumptions (Al) and (A5’), 
and h3 and h, satisfy assumptions (Al) and (A5). 
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11. Development of polynomial time approximation schemes 
We have seen in Theorem 7.1, Corollary 7.1, Theorems 8.1 and 9.1 that poly- 
nomial time approximation schemes exist if problem P satisfies assumptions 
(Al)-(A5) (or their modifications) and some additional assumptions. The discussion 
in Section 10 has shown that assumptions (Al) and (A5) (or (A5’)) hold for typical 
objective functions h,,hz,h, and hq. In this section, therefore, we consider other 
assumptions, and argue that (fully) polynomial time approximation schemes exist 
for various problems practically important. 
Before proceeding further, recall that assumptions (A2), (A3) and (A4) depend 
on how U is defined, as well as the objective function h. U satisfies (2) and hence 
depends on set V, which corresponds to the feasible region X of P. 
Lemma 11.1. Assume that&, j= 1,2, . . . , m, defined over X are nonnegative integer 
valued functions with an upper bound M: 
fj(X)lM for XEX, j= 1,2, . . . . m. 
Furthermore, assume that log M is a polynomial in the input size of problem P. 
Then log(D/Q) is polynomial in the input size of P for hl, h2, h, and h, of 
(50)-(53). 
Proof. For simplicity, we consider h, only because other cases are similar. Since 
ah,/au, = 1 and ah,/&+=P/2fi, we have 
/I/21/-~ah,/au2~P/2 for u E V, 
and hence 
Thus 
i.e., log@/Q) is polynomial in the input size of P. 0 
Theorem 11.1. For problems S, and S2 defined by (4) and (5), assume that xi, 
i= 1,2, . . . . n, are O-l variables and the corresponding deterministic problem (3) (i.e., 
ci, i = 1, . . . , n, are given constants) has a polynomial time algorithm. Then both S, 
and S, have fully polynomial time approximation schemes. 
Proof. First note that set I/ for S, and S2 can be considered as in (50) and (51). 
Thus (A2) is satisfied. Functions hl for Si and h2 for S2 satisfy (Al) and (AS’) 
(Lemma 10.1). Assumption (A3’) is also obvious. Since xi are O-l variables, 
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hold. f,(x) and f2(x) are nonnegative and integer valued since mi and v’ are 
assumed to be nonnegative integers in Section 2. Thus letting 
M=max 
we see that (A4) is satisfied as shown in the proof of Lemma 11.1, which also shows 
that log(B/Q) is a polynomial in the input size. P(A) for S, and S, is the same form 
2 as (3) with Ci=~lmi+izVi, l=l,..., n. Thus by assumption, P(A) has a polynmial 
time algorithm. For both Sr and S2, we have 
@;I(&)=@;‘(&)=& 
by (57) and (61). Since 
I+& 
log-‘(I +&)I 7 for O<e< 1, 
(64) 
log-‘(1 +.s)llog~r2 for c2 1, 
logg’( 1 + B(E, 2)) = log-‘(1 + Q;‘(E)) (see (26)) is polynomial in I/E. Therefore, by 
Theorem 9.1, Algorithm APPROX2 is a fully polynomial time approximation 
scheme for Sr and S,. 0 
Corollary 11.1. For problems S1 and S2, if xi, i= 1, . . . , n are O-l variables and the 
corresponding deterministic problem (3) has a fully polynomial time approximation 
scheme, then both S, and S2 have fully polynomial time approximation schemes. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 8.1, 9.1 and 11.1. 0 
It is noted here that a large class of combinatorial optimization problems written 
in the form of (3) are polynomially solvable or have fully polynomial time approx- 
imation schemes, e.g., shortest path, minimum weight perfect matching, minimum 
directed spanning tree, minimum cut, O-l knapsack, and so on. Theorem 11.1 and 
Corollary 11.1 state that their stochastic versions S, and S2 all have fully poly- 
nomial time approximation schemes. 
Theorem 11.2. Assume the conditions in Lemma 11.1 and assumptions (A3) and 
(A4). Also assume that P(l) has a polynomial time algorithm. Then problem P with 
z(x) =h3(fi(x), . . . ,f,&)) or z(x) =h4(fi(x), . . . , f,(x)) has a fully polynomial time 
approximation scheme. 
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Proof. By assumption and the discussion in Section 10, all of (Al), . . . , (A5) are 
satisfied. Thus, by Theorem 7.1, procedure APPROX is an approximation scheme. 
Since log@/Q) is polynomial in the input size of P by Lemma 11.1 and P(A) is 
polynomially solvable, APPROX is a polynomial time approximation scheme. 
To complete the proof, we shall show that 
log-‘(1 +&(&,m))=log-‘(1 +@;I(&)/)/&?) 
and 
log&l +&(&,m))=log-‘(1 +@;‘(&)/llm_l) 
are polynomial in l/a. Then by Corollary 7.l(ii) APPROX is a fully polynomial 
time approximation scheme. From (62), 
@;‘(&)=fi[(&+l)l’m-l] 
and hence 
Iog(l+~)~log(l+~)=;log(l+e). 
Thus 
is polynomial in l/e by (64). Next consider ,04 of (63). 
-fi+is 
2 
and hence 
for E> 1. 
This means by (64) that log-‘(1 + Q;‘(E)/-) is polynomial in l/e. 0 
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